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Abstract
We prove that any group of the class in one-relator groups given by the presentation
〈a, b; [am, bn] = 1〉, where m and n are integers greater than 1, is subgroup separable
(or pic). We establish some suitable properties of these groups which enable us to prove





Following Mal’cev [4], we shall call a subgroup M of a group G finitely separable if
for any element g ∈ G, not belonging to M , there exists a homomorphism ϕ of group
G onto some finite group X such that gϕ /∈ Mϕ. This is equivalent to the statement
that for any element g ∈ G \M , there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in G
such that g /∈MN .
A group G is subgroup separable if any of its finitely generated subgroups is finitely
separable. If every cyclic (or finitely generated abelian) subgroup of a group G is finitely
separable, then group G is said to be cyclic (respectively abelian) subgroup separable.
Cyclic subgroup separable groups are also called pic groups.
Evidently, every pic group is residually finite (i.e. any of its one-element subset is
finitely separable). However, the converse is not true. So, cyclic subgroup separability
strengthens residual finiteness. But subgroup separability is more stronger; in fact, if G
is a finitely presented subgroup separable group then G has a solvable generalized word
problem, (as if G is a finitely presented residually finite then G has a solvable word
problem). So subgroup separability is so strong that very few classes of groups satisfy
it. But cyclic subgroup separability is possessed by much larger classes of groups.
Hall in [1] showed that free groups are pic. In [4] Mal’cev proved that finitely generated
torsion-free nilpotent groups are pic. Free products of pic groups are pic; further, it was
established that finite extensions of pic groups are pic [6,7]. Cyclic subgroup separability
of certain generalized free product of pic groups amalgamating a cyclic subgroup was
prove in [9,11]. Some one-relator groups happen to be pic [9,10].
In this paper we enlarge the classes of one-relator pic groups. We shall prove:
Theorem 1. Any group Gmn = 〈a, b; [a
m, bn] = 1〉 where m and n are integers
greater than 1, is pic.
As we shall see, any of groups Gmn is a special type of generalized free product of
pic groups amalgamating a finitely generated abelian subgroup. We will establish the
following property of these groups:
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Theorem 2. Every abelian subgroup of any of groups Gmn (m,n > 1), which con-
tains a cyclically reduced element of length greater than 1, is cyclic.
Therefore, the next Corollary, which is the aim of this paper, is obvious.
Corollary. Every finitely generated abelian subgroup of Gmn where m and n are
integers greater than 1, is finitely separable.
We note that the assertion of corollary is also valid when m = 1 or n = 1. Indeed,
we can use the results in [9] or [10] to see it.
Our interest to the class of groups Gmn is that these groups are ”very well-behaved”.
Their residual finiteness is well known; it follows, for example, from the results of paper
[2]. Thus groups Gmn are Hopfian (i.e. every of its surjective endomorphism is an
automorphism) since they are finitely generated residually finite [5]. Some properties
of these groups were considered in [8] where, in particular, the description of their
endomorphisms were given.
The proofs in [2,8] made use of the presentation of group Gmn as amalgamated free
product. The same presentation will be the crucial tool in the proof of the results stated
above.
2. Preliminaries on amalgamated free products
Let us recall some notions and properties concerned with the construction of free
product P = (X ∗ Y ; U) of groups X and Y amalgamating subgroup U .
Every element g ∈ P can be written in a form
g = x1x2 · · ·xr (r > 1) (I)
where for any i = 1, 2, . . . , r element xi belongs to one of the free factors X or Y and if
r > 1, any consecutive xi and xi+1 do not belong to the same factor X or Y (nor the
amalgamated subgroup U). Such form of element g is called reduced.
In general, an element of group P = (X ∗ Y ; U) can have more than one reduced
form. Further if g = y1y2 · · · ys is one more reduced form of g, then r = s and, for any
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i = 1, 2, . . . , r, xi and yi belong to the same factor X or Y ; more precisely, there exist
elements u0, u2, . . . , ur of U such that
xi = u
−1
i−1yiui (1 ≤ i ≤ r), where u0 = ur = 1. (II)
Thus, any two reduced forms of an element g of group P = (X ∗ Y ; U) have the same
number of components, which we shall call the length of element g and denote l(g).
Remark. The length of an element introduced here is different from that in [3].
Here, elements of length 1 are elements of the free factors, whereas element of the
amalgamated subgroup have length 0 according to [3].
An element g is called cyclically reduced if either l(g) = 1 or l(g) > 1 and the first
and the last components of its reduced form do not belong to the same factor X or Y .
In the group P , any element g which is not cyclically reduced can be written as
g = u · v · u−1, (III)
where u and v are elements of P with reduced forms u = x1x2 · · ·xr and v = y1y2 · · ·ys,
and element v is cyclically reduced. In these forms, elements xr and y1 do not belong to
the same subgroup X or Y and if s > 1, element ysx
−1
r , which lies in the same subgroup
X or Y as elements xr and ys, does not belong to subgroup U .
Since a given group G is pic if and only if for every pair of its elements f and g either
f = gk for some integer k or there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index in G such
that f 6≡ gt (mod N) for all integers t, we state the following tool, analogue of Lemma
1 in [9].
Proposition 1. Let P = (X ∗ Y ; U) be the free product of groups X and Y amalga-
mating subgroup U . Let f, g ∈ P such that f = x1x2 · · ·xr and g = y1y2 · · · ys. If f is
reduced and g is cyclically reduced, then f ∈ 〈g〉 only under the following conditions:
(1) Elements f and g belong to the same free factor X or Y and the equality f = gk
is satisfied in that free factor, for some integer k 6= 0.
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(2) Elements f and g belong to different subgroups X and Y and the equality f = gk
is satisfied in the amalgamated subgroup U , for some integer k 6= 0.
(3) l(f), l(g) > 1 and l(g) divides l(f); in this case, if f = gk for some positive






i−1yiui, for i = 1, 2, . . . , ks, where
yj = yj+ls for j = 1, 2, . . . , s, 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1 and u0 = uks = 1.
If integer k is negative, then similar equations hold when replacing elements y−1ks by y1,
y−1ks−1 by y2 and so on.
Proof. Let f = x1x2 · · ·xr be reduced and g = y1y2 · · · ys be cyclically reduced. Let
f = gk for some integer k 6= 0. Reasoning on the length of elements f and g, if l(f) > 1
and l(g) = 1, (thus, l(gn) = 1 for all integer n), then the equality f = gk is obviously
impossible for all integers k 6= 0.
Another impossible case is when l(f) = 1 and l(g) > 1, because in this case element
g can not be cyclically reduced. In fact, let l(f) = 1, l(g) > 1. Let, for example, f ∈ X
and suppose that element g of P does not belong to subgroup X and Y and gk ∈ X, for
some integer k 6= 0. We claim that element g is not cyclically reduced; more, element g
should be conjugate in group P with some element v, which belongs to one of subgroups
X or Y and does not belong to subgroup U and moreover vk ∈ U .
Indeed, let l(g) > 1. If element g is cyclically reduced, then for any integer n 6= 0 the
equality l(gn) = l(g) · |n|. Consequently, the inclusion gk ∈ X is impossible if k 6= 0.
Thus, element g is not cyclically reduced and by (III), it can be written as g = u ·v ·u−1
where u and v are elements of P with reduced forms u = u1u2 · · ·ut and v = v1v2 · · · vl,
and element v is cyclically reduced, elements ut and v1 do not belong to the same
subgroup X or Y and if l > 1, element vlu
−1
t does not belong to subgroup U .
If l > 2, then for any n 6= 0, element vn is cyclically reduced and consequently
l(gn) = 2t+ |n|l− 1 > |n|l > l.
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Therefore, l = 1 and consequently, element v = y1 belongs to one of the subgroups X
or Y and also does not belong to the subgroup U . Furthermore, since gk ∈ X, the form
x1x2 · · ·xtv





of element gk can not be reduced. Thus vk ∈ U and v is the required element. So,
element g is not cyclically reduced.
Consequently, we have the following possibilities:
Case 1 : l(f) = l(g) = 1.
subcase i: So, elements f and g can belong to the same free factor X or Y and
hence, the equality f = gk takes place in this factor. This corresponds to case (1) in
the proposition.
subcase ii: Elements f and g can belong to different factors. For example, let f ∈ X
and g ∈ Y ; then gk ∈ Y and X 3 f = gk ∈ Y ; thus f = gk ∈ X ∩ Y = U . The equality
f = gk takes place now in the amalgamated subgroup U of the group P . Hence (2) in
the formulation of the proposition is satisfied.
Case 2 : l(f) > 1 and l(g) > 1.
Since g is cyclically reduced, gk is cyclically reduced and l(gk) = ks, for a positive k.
So, the equality f = gk implies r = ks and
x1x2 · · ·xr = y1y2 · · · ysy1y2 · · · ys · · · . . . · · · y1y2 · · · ys,
which we can write as
x1x2 · · ·xr = y1y2 · · · ysys+1ys+2 · · ·yks (?)
where yj = yj+ls for j = 1, . . . , s and 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1. So, by applying conditions of the




i−1yiui, for i = 1, . . . , ks and u0 = uks = 1.
Thus, xi = u
−1
i−1yiui for i = 1, 2, . . . , ks, where yj = yj+ls, for j = 1, 2, . . . , s and
0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1, and u0 = uks = 1. So, case (3) in the formulation of the proposition is
satisfied.
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If integer k is negative, then replacing in (?) elements y−1ks by y1, y
−1
ks−1 by y2, and so
on, we obtain equations similar to (P). Hence, the proposition is proven.
3. Structure and some subgroups and quotients of groups Gmn
We now establish some preliminary properties of groups of kind
Gmn = 〈a, b; [a
m, bn] = 1〉,
where m > 1 and n > 1. We begin by describing the construction of such groups as
amalgamated free products.
Let
H = 〈c, d; cd = dc〉
be the free Abelian group of a rank 2. We denote by 〈x〉 the infinite cycle, generated
by element x.
Let’s denote by A the free product of the group 〈a〉 and the group H, amalgamating
subgroups 〈am〉 and 〈c〉, through the isomorphism carrying element am into element c.
Thus, group A has the presentation
A = 〈a, c, d; cd = dc, am = c〉.
Similarly, we define the group
B = 〈b, c, d; cd = dc, bn = d〉,
the free product of 〈b〉 and H, amalgamating subgroups 〈bn〉 and 〈d〉.
By using Tietze transformations, one proves that, the free product of groups A and
B, amalgamating subgroup H coincides with group Gmn. Thus,
Gmn = (A ∗B; H),
where
A = (〈a〉 ∗H; am = c) and B = (〈b〉 ∗H; bn = d).
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These notations are fixed everywhere below. So the length of an element should be
considered in the decomposition of the indicated group as free product with amalga-
mated subgroups.
From the decomposition of groups A, B and Gmn as free product with amalgamated
subgroup and from the properties of this construction, it follows that, these groups are
torsion-free. Further, corollary 4.5 of [3] permits to prove, that the center of group A
coincides with subgroup 〈c〉, the center of group B coincides with subgroup 〈d〉 and the
center of group Gmn is trivial.
Since the amalgamated subgroups in the decomposition of groups A and B are central
in the free factors, it can be checked immediately that:
Proposition 2. for any element g of the group A, not belonging to subgroup H, we
have g−1Hg ∩H = 〈c〉.
Similarly, g−1Hg ∩H = 〈d〉 for g ∈ B \H.
In particular, for any element g of A or B and any element h ∈ H, g−1hg ∈ H if
and only if g and h commute.
Our next goal is to build some subgroups and quotients of group Gmn and examine
some of their properties.
Let t be an integer greater than 1. We denote by H t the subgroup of H, consisting
of elements ht, where h ∈ H. It is easy to see that the factor group H/H t, denoted by
H(t), is the direct product of two cyclic subgroups of order t, generated by elements
cHt and dHt respectively. Since the order of am in the group 〈a; amt = 1〉 is also equal
to t, we can construct the free product
A(t) = (〈a; amt = 1〉 ∗H(t); am = cHt)
of groups 〈a; amt = 1〉 and H/Ht amalgamating subgroup 〈am = cHt〉. Since the
canonical homomorphisms of the group 〈a〉 onto the group 〈a; amt = 1〉 and of H
onto the factor group H/H t coincide on the amalgamated subgroup, (relative to the
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decomposition of group A as amalgamated free product), there exists a homomorphism
ρt of group A onto group A(t), extending the indicated canonical mappings.
Similarly,
B(t) = (〈b; bnt = 1〉 ∗H(t); bn = dHt)
is the free product of cyclic group 〈b; bnt = 1〉 of order nt and group H/H t amalga-
mating subgroup 〈bn = dHt〉, and the homomorphism σt of B onto B(t) extends the
corresponding canonical mappings.
Now we introduce and examine the free product
Gmn(t) = (A(t) ∗B(t); H(t))
of groups A(t) and B(t) amalgamating subgroup H/H t. Since the homomorphisms
ρt : A → A(t) and σt : B → B(t), apparently, coincide on the amalgamated subgroup
H, then relative to the decomposition of group Gmn = (A ∗ B; H), there exists a
homomorphism τt : Gmn → Gmn(t), extending the mappings ρt and σt.
We now consider some further properties of the groups Gmn and Gmn(t). The fol-
lowing assertions can be easily checked.
Proposition 3. For any homomorphism ϕ of Gmn onto a finite group X, there
exists an integer t > 1 and a homomorphism ψ of the group Gmn(t) onto X such that
ϕ = τtψ.
Also, for any integers t > 1 and s > 1 such that t divides s, there exists a homomor-
phism ϕ : Gmn(s) → Gmn(t) such that τt = τsϕ.
These assertions are also true for groups A and B.
Proposition 4. For any element g of group A (or B), not belonging to subgroup H,
there exists an integer t0 > 1 such that, for any positive integer t divisible by t0, the
element gρt does not belong to the subgroup Hρt (respectively, gσt does not belong to
the subgroup Hσt).
Proof. We shall give the proof only for g ∈ A \ H. The case when g ∈ B \ H is
similar.
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Let element g ∈ A \ H and let the form g = x1x2 · · ·xr be reduced relative to the
decomposition of group A as an amalgamated free product.
If r = 1, then g belongs to subgroup 〈a〉, i.e. g = ak for some integer k and k is not
divisible by m. Therefore, for any integer t, in group A(t), gρt ∈ 〈a; a
mt = 1〉 cannot
belong to the amalgamated subgroup (generated by element am) and consequently,
cannot belong to the subgroup H(t) = Hρt.
Let r > 1. Every component xi, i = 1, . . . , r of the reduced form of element g looks
like aki , where integer ki is not divisible by m, or c
kidli , where li 6= 0. If xi = c
kidli (li 6=
0), then let t0 be an integer which does not divide li for all i. So, for any t divisible
by t0, xiρt = xiH
t. Hence, xiρt will not belong to the amalgamated subgroup of group
A(t) (generated, let’s remind, by cH t). Also for the components xi such that xi = a
ki ,
their images xiρt will not belong to the amalgamated subgroup. Therefore, the form
gρt = (x1ρt)(x2ρt) · · · (xrρt)
of element gρt is reduced in A(t) and since r1, this element does not belong to its free
factor H(t) = Hρt. The proposition is demonstrated.
From proposition 4, it follows that subgroup H is finitely separable in each of the
groups A and B. We then have:
Proposition 5. For any element g of Gmn, there exists an integer t0 > 1 such that
for all positive integer t divisible by t0, the length of the element gτt in Gmn(t) is equal
to the length of g in Gmn.
We will need finite separability of the double cosets of the subgroup H.
Proposition 6. For any elements f and g of the group A (or B) such that f does
not belong to the double coset HgH, there exists an integer t0 > 1 such that for any
positive integer t, divisible by t0, fρt does not belong to the double coset H(t)(gρt)H(t).
Proof. We again consider only the case when elements f and g belong to subgroup
A. So, suppose that the element f ∈ A does not belong to the double coset HgH. In
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view of proposition 4, it is enough to prove that there exists a homomorphism ϕ of A
onto a finite group X such that the element fϕ of X does not belong to the double
coset (Hϕ)(gϕ)(Hϕ).
To this end, let A = A/C be the quotient group of the group A by its (central)
subgroup C = 〈c〉. The image xC of an element x ∈ A in A will be denoted by x.
It is obvious that A is the (ordinary) free product of the cyclic group X of order m,
generated by a, and the infinite cycle Y , generated by d. The canonical homomorphism
of A onto A maps the subgroup H onto the subgroup Y and consequently, the image of
the double coset HgH is the double coset Y gY . Since C 6 H, the element f does not
belong to this coset Y gY .
We can assume, without loss of generality, that any of the elements f and g, if it is
different from the identity, has a reduced form, where the first and the last syllables do
not belong to subgroup Y . Every Y -syllable of these reduced forms can be written as
d
k
, for some integer k 6= 0. Since the set M of all such exponents k is finite, we can
choose an integer t > 0 such that for any k ∈ M the inequality t > 2|k| holds. Let’s
denote by A˜ = A/(d
t
)A the factor group of A by the normal closure of the element d
t
in the group A. The group A˜ is the free product of groups X and Y/Y t. Since different
integers from M are not relatively congruent and are not congruent to zero modulo t,
the reduced forms of the images f˜ and g˜ of elements f and g in A˜ are the same as in
A. In particular, f˜ does not belong to the double coset Y/Y t g˜ Y/Y t. Since this coset
consists of a finite number of elements and the group A˜ is residually finite, there exists
a normal subgroup N˜ of finite index of A˜ such, that
f˜ /∈ (Y/Y tg˜Y/Y t) · N˜ .
If now θ is the product of the canonical homomorphisms of A onto A and of A onto A˜
and N is the full pre-image by θ of the subgroup N˜ , then N is a normal subgroup of
finite index of A and f /∈ (HgH)N . Thus, the canonical homomorphism ϕ of A onto
the quotient group A/N has the required property and the proposition is proven.
So let’s quickly establish theorem 2 to end with properties of group Gmn.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2
We prove the following Lemma.
Lemma. Let g ∈ Gmn such that g
−1Hg ∩ H 6= 1. Then g belongs to one of the
subgroups A or B. In particular, any element of Gmn, which commutes with a non-
identity element of subgroup H, belongs to A or B.
Proof. We shall prove that: if the length of an element g ∈ Gmn is greater than 1,
then g−1Hg ∩H = 1. Hence, obviously, the lemma follows.
So let g ∈ Gmn = (A ∗ B; H) with reduced form g = g1g2 · · · gr and let r > 1.
Assume that g1 ∈ A; the case, when g1 ∈ B is similar. Let g
−1h1g = h2, for some
elements h1 and h2 of the subgroup H. Let’s write this equality more precisely:




1 h1g1g2 · · ·gr = h2. (IV)
Since the expression of the left-hand side of the equality (IV) is not reduced in A, we
should have the inclusion g−11 h1g1 ∈ H. Hence, it follows by proposition 2 that, h1 ∈ 〈c〉
and g−11 h1g1 = h1 because g1 does not belong to H and g
−1
1 Hg1 ∩H = 〈c〉. Therefore
equality (IV) becomes
g−1r · · ·g
−1
2 h1g2 · · · gr = h2,
and hence, in any case r = 2 or r > 2, the inclusion g−12 h1g2 ∈ H takes place. Since
g2 belongs to subgroup B and also does not belong to subgroup H, h1 ∈ 〈d〉 because
g−12 Hg2 ∩H = 〈d〉 (proposition 2). Thus, h1 ∈ 〈c〉 ∩ 〈d〉 = 1. Consequently, h1 = 1 as
required.
Proof of theorem 2. Let U be an abelian subgroup of Gmn, which contains a
cyclically reduced element of length > 1. From Lemma, U ∩ H = 1. Therefore, by
theorem 4.5, p. 209 in [3], any non-identity element from U is cyclically reduced and
has length > 1.
Let u be a non-identity element of minimum length from subgroup U and let u =
u1u2 · · ·ur be reduced. We shall show that, any non-identity element v ∈ U is a power
of u.
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Let v = v1v2 · · · vs be a reduced form of an element v. We prove the formulated
statement by induction on the length s of element v. We remind that, by the selection
of the element u, we have the inequality s > r. If we replace, when necessary, v by
v−1, we can, without loss of generality, consider that elements u1 and v1 belong to the
same subgroup A or B. Then ur and v1, as elements u1 and vs, also belong to different
subgroups, and consequently, the forms of both parts of the equality
u1u2 · · ·urv1v2 · · ·vs = v1v2 · · · vsu1u2 · · ·ur




i−1vihi (1 ≤ i ≤ r + s), h0 = hr+s = 1.
Hence, u = v1v2 · · · vrhr, and consequently, if s = r, we have u = vhr. But then,
hr = v
−1u ∈ U ∩ H, whence hr = 1 and v = u. So, if s = r (by induction) our
statement is satisfied.
If s > r, we have v = uv′, where v′ = h−1r vr+1 · · · vs and the length of element v
′ ∈ U
is less than s. Hence, then by induction, v′ = uk, for some integer k. Hence, v = uk+1
and this ends the proof.
Let’s now proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
Before we go through the proof, we note that for any t > 1, each of the groups A(t)
and B(t) is the amalgamated free product of two finite groups. Hence, A(t) and B(t)
are free-by-finite [6] and therefore they are pic [7].
We also see that A and B are free products of finitely generated abelian groups
amalgamating cyclic subgroup. Thus by [11] or [9], groups A and B are pic.
So, to prove Theorem 1 now it is enough to show that, for any two elements f and
g of Gmn such that f /∈ 〈g〉, there exists an integer t > 1 such that fτt /∈ 〈g〉τt. Then it
will be possible to find a homomorphism ψ of Gmn(t) onto a finite group X such that
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the elements (fτt)ψ /∈ 〈g〉(τt)ψ, and consequently the product τtψ will be the required
homomorphism of the group Gmn onto a finite group.
Now let f and g be a pair of elements of Gmn such that f /∈ 〈g〉. We can assume
that g is cyclically reduced. Group Gmn is residually finite as was mentioned. So we
consider g 6= 1 and clearly f 6= 1.
If f /∈ 〈g〉, then by proposition 1, we have the following cases:
(1) Elements f and g belong to the same factor A or B and f 6= gk for all integer k.
(2) Elements f and g belong to different factor A and B and f 6= gk for all integer
k.
(3) l(g) = 1 and l(f) > 1.
(4) l(f) = 1 and l(g) > 1.
(5) l(f) > 1, l(g) > 1 and l(g) does not divide l(f).
(6) l(f) > 1, l(g) > 1 and l(g) divides l(f), but (P1) is not satisfied.
We prove separately the above cases.
case (1). Assume first that both elements lie in one of the subgroups A or B; let it be
for instance subgroup A. Since f /∈ 〈g〉 and since A is pic, there exists a homomorphism
ϕ of A onto some finite group X such that element fϕ /∈ 〈g〉ϕ. By proposition 3, there
exist an integer t > 1 and a homomorphism ψ of A(t) onto X such that ϕ = ρtψ. This
means that, in A(t) element fρt /∈ 〈g〉ρt. Thus, by proposition 1, for the given integer
t, in group Gmn(t), elements fτt and gτt belong to the free factor A(t) and fτt /∈ 〈g〉τt.
case (2). Let now elements f and g lie in different subgroup A and B; For example
let f belongs to A, g belong to B and each of these elements does not belong to the
subgroup H. By proposition 4, there exists an integer t1 > 1 such that for any positive
integer t divisible by t1, fρt does not belong to Hρt, and there exists an integer t2 > 1
such that for any positive integer t divisible by t2, gσt does not belong to Hσt. Thus, at
t = t1t2, elements fτt and gτt belong to different free factors A(t) and B(t) of Gmn(t)
and also do not belong to the amalgamated subgroup H(t) relative to the decomposition
of Gmn(t). Hence, fτt /∈ 〈g〉τt since otherwise, by proposition 1, this would imply that
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elements fτt and gτt belong to the amalgamated subgroup H(t).
case (3). l(g) = 1 and l(f) > 1. thus f /∈ 〈g〉 by proposition 1.
From proposition 5, it follows that there exists an integer t11 such that for any
positive integer t divisible by t1, the length of fτt in Gmn(t) is equal to the length of f
in Gmn; i.e. l(fτt)1. Similarly, there exists an integer t2 > 1 such that for any positive
integer t divisible by t2, l(gτt) = 1 in Gmn. Thus, at t = t1t2, l(fτt) > 1 and l(gτt) = 1
in Gmn(t). Hence, from proposition 1, fτt /∈ 〈g〉τt and the required integer t is found.
case (4). l(g) > 1 and l(f) = 1. The proof of this case is similar to the proof of case
(3) above.
case (5). l(f) > 1, l(g) > 1 and l(g) does not divide l(f).
From proposition 5, there exists an integer t1 > 1 such that for any positive integer
t divisible by t1, l(fτt) = l(f) in Gmn. Similarly, there exists an integer t2 > 1 such
that for any positive integer t divisible by t2, l(gτt) = l(g) in Gmn. Thus at t = t1t2,
elements fτt and gτt of Gmn(t) are such that l(fτt) > 1, l(gτt) > 1 and l(gτt) does not
divide l(fτt). Hence, from proposition 1, fτt cannot belong to the subgroup 〈g〉τt.
case (6). l(f) > 1, l(g) > 1 and l(g) divides l(f) but (P) is not satisfied.
Let f = x1x2 · · ·xr be reduced and g = y1y2 · · · ys be cyclically reduced. By propo-
sition 1, if f = gk for some integer k 6= 0, then r = ks and there exist elements
h0, h1, . . . , hks of H such that property (P) is satisfied. Thus elements xi and yi
(1 ≤ i ≤ ks) belong to the same free factor and define the same double coset (H,H)
and yj = yj+ls for 1 ≤ j ≤ s and 0 ≤ l ≤ k − 1.
So, if f /∈ 〈g〉, three subcases arise:
subcase i: Suppose that, for some integer i = 1, . . . , ks, elements yi and xi lie in
different free factors A and B of group Gmn (and, certainly, are not in the subgroup
H). Then as in case (2) above, there exists an integer ti1 such that, for any positive
integer t divisible by ti, elements xiτt and yiτt belong to the different free factors A(t)
or B(t) respectively and do not belong to the amalgamated subgroup H(t) of Gmn(t).
Also by proposition 5, there exist integers t2 > 1 and t3 > 1 such that, for any positive
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integer t divisible by t2, the length of fτt in Gmn(t) is equal to r and for any positive
integer t divisible by t3, the length of gτt in Gmn(t) is equal to s. Thus, at t = tit2t3,
in Gmn(t) elements fτt and gτt have reduced forms
(x1τt)(x2τt) · · · (xrτt) and (y1τt)(y2τt) · · · (ysτt)
respectively and elements xiτt and yiτt belong to different free factors A(t) or B(t) re-
spectively and do not belong to the amalgamated subgroup H(t). Hence, by proposition
1, fτt cannot belong to subgroup 〈g〉τt in group Gmn(t).
subcase ii: Let now for all i = 1, . . . , ks elements yi and xi belong to one of the
subgroups A or B (for example A) and for some j (j = 1, . . . , ks), element xj does not
belong to the double coset HyjH. By proposition 6, there exists an integer t1 > 1 such
that for any positive integer t divisible by t1, element xjρt is not in the double coset
H/Ht(yjρt)H/H
t. Also by proposition 5, there exist integers t2 > 1 and t3 > 1 such
that, for any positive integer t divisible by t2, the length of fτt in Gmn(t) is equal to r
and for any positive integer t divisible by t3, the length of gτt in Gmn(t) is equal to s.
Since r = ks, at t = t1t2t3, in Gmn(t), elements fτt and gτt have reduced forms
(x1τt)(x2τt) · · · (xrτt) and (y1τt)(y2τt) · · · (yrτt)
respectively and xjτt does not lie in the double coset H/H
t(yjτt)H/H
t. Hence by
proposition 1, fτt cannot belong to subgroup 〈g〉τt in Gmn(t), since (P) is not satisfied.
Thus integer t is found.
subcase iii: We suppose now that for some i, yi 6= yi+ls, 1 ≤ i ≤ s and 1 ≤ l ≤ k−1.
(*) If these elements yi and yi+ls belong to the same subgroup A or B, then as in
case (1) above, since groups A and B are residually finite, there exists a homomorphism
ϕ of group A (or B) onto some finite group X such that yiϕ 6= yi+lsϕ. But since,
by proposition 3 any homomorphism of group A (group B) onto a finite group passes
through some group A(t) (respectively B(t)), for this t, there exists homomorphism ψ
of group A(t) (or B(t)) onto X such that ϕ = ρtψ. Thus, in the free factor, and thus in
Gmn(t), yiρt 6= yi+lsρt and by proposition 1, condition for the inclusion of element fτt
in subgroup 〈g〉τt will not be satisfied.
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(**) If these elements yi and yi+ls belong to different subgroup A and B, then similar
to case (2), at certain t, elements yiτt and yi+lsτt belong to different free factors A(t)
and B(t) of group Gmn(t) and also do not belong to the amalgamated subgroup H(t).
Thus, in group Gmn(t), yiτt 6= yi+lsτt and by proposition 1, (P) will not be satisfied.
So, element fτt cannot be in subgroup 〈g〉τt. The theorem is proven.
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